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The June 2020 edition of ISPA’s Snapshot Survey continues recent surveys’ focus on reopening as 

restrictions due to COVID-19 are lifted. The real-time feedback provided by this series of surveys continues 

to shed light on the experiences of owners and operators whose spas have already reopened, as well as 

those still in the planning phase. 62 percent of respondents’ spas had opened at the time they completed 

the June survey, and the results below are, where appropriate, divided into two categories: spas that have 

reopened and spas that have yet to reopen.

Providing face masks and taking guest temperatures upon arrival at the spa continue to be commonplace 

among both reopened and yet-to-reopen spas. Eighty-eight percent of reopened spas are offering masks 

to both guests and employees, while 90 percent of yet-to-open spas plan on doing the same. Sixty-five 

percent of reopened spas, meanwhile, are screening the temperatures of both guests and employees (24 

percent are only screening employee temperatures), and 77 percent of unopened spas plan to screen the 

temperatures of both groups (12 percent plan to screen only employee temperatures).

One new question on this month’s survey asked both reopened and unopened spas about the use of 

COVID-19-specific waivers, and responses indicate that the practice is common. Among reopened spas, 63 

percent require guests to sign such a waiver before services are rendered, while the number of unopened 

spas planning to use a waiver is even higher at 78 percent.

Treatment menus—and the potential reduction in services offered at reopened spas—have been a 

frequent topic of conversation during ISPA’s recent virtual Reopening Town Hall series, and this month’s 

survey responses shed some light on which services are or are not being offered most commonly. 

Massage (95%), nail servies (98%) and facials (80%) have largely remained on menus, while the use of 

saunas and steam rooms (28%) and in-person fitness or yoga classes (68%) are less common, likely due to 

social distancing and sanitation challenges.

Perhaps the most encouraging feedback came in response to a question asking respondents to share the 

reactions of staff and guests to reopened spas’ new policies and procedures. Eighty-nine percent 

classified their staff’s response to new policies and procedures as “favorable” or “highly favorable,” while 

84 percent said guest responses fell into those categories.

The results analysis includes answers from all 179 spa industry professionals who completed the June 

Snapshot Survey in an eleven-day period from June 19, 2020 to June 29, 2020.
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SPA RESPONDENTS

If your spa has published/promoted a specific reopen date to the public, please 

identify which of the following date ranges it falls within.

Spa Reopening Dates

Our spa has already reopened

Second half of June (June 16 - 30)

First half of July (July 1 - 15)

Second half of July (July 16 - 31)

August 1 or later

No reopening date has been

published

Our spa never closed

62%

11%

10%

1%

4%

20%

2%

2
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SPA RESPONDENTS

Please identify how your spa is utilizing personal protective equipment (PPE) 

listed below.

PPE Use
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MADE AVAILABLE TO 
GUESTS ONLY

MADE AVAILABLE TO 
EMPLOYEES ONLY

MADE AVAILABLE TO BOTH 
GUESTS & EMPLOYEES

NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE

0% 40% 60% 0%
GLOVES

0% 33% 67% 0%
FACE MASKS

0% 0% 100% 0%
HAND SANITIZER

0% 13% 67% 20%
TEMPERATURE 

SCREENING
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WILL BE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO 
GUESTS ONLY

WILL BE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO 

EMPLOYEES ONLY

WILL BE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO 

BOTH GUESTS & 
EMPLOYEES

WILL NOT BE MADE 
AVAILABLE

UNDECIDED AT THIS 
TIME

1% 36% 51% 1% 11%
GLOVES

1% 11% 81% 1% 5%
FACE MASKS

1% 1% 97% 0% 1%
HAND SANITIZER

2% 13% 59% 6% 20%
TEMPERATURE 

SCREENING
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Which of the following efforts, if any, has your spa implemented as a result of 

COVID-19? Select all that apply

Temporarily removed the availability

of lockers for guests

Reduced number of treatments

available on the menu

Added plexi barriers to certain areas

within the spa

Added new touchless

services/offerings

Guests can bypass lockers, go directly

to treatment room

Touchless payment options

Visible posting of the spa's

sanitation/hygiene efforts

Face shields for estheticians to wear

during facials

Removal of communal snack &

beverage areas

Provide single use product amenities

to guests in individual containers

Added COVID waivers for guests to

sign before services are rendered

47%

29%

78%

69%

73%

61%

25%

21%

69%

58%

75%

56%

90%

90%

78%

77%

90%

97%

24%

35%

78%

63%

Spas not yet reopened Spas that have reopened

Sanitation Efforts
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Please identify the availability status of the following offerings at your spa.

Responses are provided only for those who offered the respective service/amenity prior to COVID-19.

Massage

Nail services

Facials

Waxing services

Body wraps or scrubs

In-person fitness or yoga

classes

Sauna/Steam Room

Couples Massage

Pool

5%

95%

2%

98%

20%

80%

19%

81%

25%

75%

32%

68%

72%

28%

44%

56%

20%

80%

Temporarily Removed from Offerings Remains Available

Spa Offerings Status

5
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How much time are you allocating within your schedule between appointments 

to sanitize treatment rooms?

Less than 15 minutes

15 - 20 minutes

21 - 30 minutes

More than 30 minutes

Undecided

2%

11%

25%

33%

5�%

5�%

6%

2%

10%

Spas not yet reopened Spas that have reopened

Time Allocated for Sanitation

N/A
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Which of the following best describes your spa's changes in treatment pricing 

during the initial reopening phase?

Will not change pricing

Decreased pricing

Increased pricing

Added a COVID-related service fee

Other:

Undecided

67%

4%

10%

6%

4%

10%

Changes in Treatment Pricing | PLANS FOR UNOPENED SPAS

Did not change pricing

Decreased pricing

Increased pricing

Added a COVID-related service fee

81%

8%

10%

3%

Changes in Treatment Pricing | REOPENED SPAS
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Have your spa made changes to its compensation and/or commission structure 

as result of COVID-19?

Some staff members remain

laid off

Some staff member remain

furloughed

Some staff members were

permanently let go

All staff members are back

onboard

We never reduced staff levels

Other

28%

21%

16%

23%

5%

7%

Current Spa Staffing Status | REOPENED SPAS

Which of the following best describes your spa's staffing status at this time?

18%

YES

82%

NO

8
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Using the scale below please rate the following:

9

HIGHLY 
FAVORABLE 
RESPONSE

FAVORABLE 
RESPONSE NEUTRAL UNFAVORABLE 

RESPONSE

HIGHLY 
UNFAVORABLE 

RESPONSE

Staff's response to 
reopening 35% 48% 13% 3% 0%

Staff's response to new 
policies/procedures 37% 52% 10% 2% 0%

Guest/Appointment booking 
volume 38% 38% 10% 13% 0%

Guests' response to 
reopening 55% 38% 7% 0% 0%

Guests' response to new 
policies/procedures 37% 47% 15% 2% 0%

Local community response 
to reopening 40% 42% 18% 0% 0%

REOPENED SPAS
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• All seemed to go well...  All adjustments were really beneficial!!

• Cleaning time is going faster the more use to it we get. 15 mins is plenty of cleaning time.

• Did not initially call back the support staff because we didn’t think we’d be that busy.  I was so
wrong.  We needed way more support staff to help with call volume and responding to inquiries

• Discounted treatments.

• Give each therapist two rooms with the idea to switch room after each treatment. Did not implemented due
to several of our massage beds not functioning upon reopening and high demand will force us to increase
staffing making it impossible to give two rooms to each. Plus therapists prefer to maintain one room only.

• Had guests waiting outside the door, found a washable chair so
they could sit in the lobby physically distanced

• None yet

• None, with our Spa Company opening another property prior, there
was a lot that we learned from their experience.

• Our intake process for services had to be tweaked.

• Our local county mandates masks in any indoor business. We were giving away masks to any guest that did
not have one, but were giving away so many that we had to start charging. (No push back from guests.)

• Times between services. First month 20 minutes next month will be 15 minutes.

• Training time needed to bring everyone up to speed on new safety and sanitization policies

• two rooms per therapist

• We are constantly readjusting hours of operation and staffing levels to capture growing
business. As CDC guidelines change, so do the health questionnaires.

• We cut back hours due to how slow we have been, we are at about 40% normal volume.

• We did not get the volume of members anticipated so we had to reduce our scheduled employees

• We had to adjust the length of the face shields so that estheticians could turn their
heads and need to find something to help with the face shield fogging up.

• We implemented and their removed a Fitness reservation process.

• We initially removed most of the products from our retail shelves, and only kept one
of each product, instead of 3 or 4 of each.  We decided that was unnecessary but
our retail shelves do have signs that read “Please ask for assistance.”

• We initially required all guests to change into a new mask and sanitize their hands upon entry
and before going to wash their hands. We now let them wear the mask they came with but still
provide a new one if they’d like and do not require the initial sanitation of their hands.

Spa respondents that have reopened were asked to describe any processes or 
efforts their spa had in place for reopening day that you later found to either be 
unnecessary or needed to be adjusted. Below you will find a sample of responses 
provided.
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• We strive to be more conservative/safe but we learned that this too can have a negative
impact as customers may go to your competitors if you do not have services available.

• We were ready to open fitness classes and use of our small gym with all social distancing and cleaning
protocols in place, however New York State has not yet approved the opening of indoor fitness and
gyms. We are currently working on a Virtual Wellness Program to provide to all of our members.

• Wearing masks to take temps of therapists and guests at door ended by week three

• Went we first opened we were not allowing our guests to use the locker rooms to
change into a robe. We have found that our policy to stagger appointments limits the
amount of people in the locker rooms at one time and was unnecessary.

• Be willing to be adaptable!

• Clients are fine with the cleaning procedures, face masks, hand
sanitizer but a lot of clients aren’t ready to return.

• Communicate, communicate, communicate! Staying connected to both our team and our guests,
sharing knowledge, gratitude, and reassurance was and remains VITAL to our success and joy.

• Communication and education is key. Sharing new policies to guests prior to arrival has made it seamless.

• COVID incentive payments from the government definitely hampered getting team to return and work!

• doing a test run a couple of days prior to opening has been hugely
beneficial. Staff felt more comfortable and prepared to begin.

• Employees need time to adjust to ppe. Some employees have had a harder time adjusting than others.

• Focus on details in SOPs and provide a thorough training for team members.  Spend a lot of time on the floor
observing processes in place, get feedback from team members and make changes whenever necessary.

• Go with the flow and don’t be surprised by anything.

• Guests are not generally wearing PPE

• Have a plan in place, with dialogue to defend/educate, for when a staff member does test
positive. what steps will you do, how will you share, who will you share with, why. We had
an outline, but we didn’t have the full details and it took the wind out of our sails.

• Have help for the reservations team to handle call volume. You will need more therapists
within the first month of business. Bring back your most flexible (availability, willingness
to perform outside of the core job function) people to help reopen the spa.

• Have more reservationists two days prior to opening, should have implemented COVID fee

• How important is to sanitize and clean the Spa areas.

Spa respondents that have reopened were asked to share their greatest lesson 
learned.  A sample of responses is provided below.
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• How much work it is!  There are a lot of communal areas for germ spread,
needed to make a lot of adjustments to current practices.

• How uneasy therapists were about touching people when reopening

• It was extremely slow.

• Many clients are ready to get back to the spa and are appreciative and understanding
of the work the staff is doing to keep them safe. It was interesting to see how
many of them had no fear. Would not have done anything differently

• Many people view spa as an essential service and will come back. Still early
to see what the overall repercussions for our business is.

• Masks are difficult.

• More time to prepare the team members and calling them back sooner than later
if you know they are coming back for sure. That way they can work out any issues
they have like childcare medical and so on. Before their start date.

• Must have everyone wear masks...no exceptions.

• Offered more time for re-training before opening so that everyone was comfortable.

• Our spa is part of a Native American resort and casino property and as such, were able to open before
the rest of our state. As a result, we could not keep up with the volume of requests for appointments,
mostly for hair and nails. All of our preparation before opening did not account for the significant
increase. We could have staffed our front desk better to be able to provide the level of service our
guests had come to expect. After opening, we did cross train teammates from other departments,
whose workload decreased as a result of this pandemic (i.e.: our Sales and Catering team).

• Over compensate on the cleaning - there are many different opinions
on how to clean, etc. all need to be respected

• People don’t read or listen to instructions so you’ll need a ton of patience and
be ready to repeat yourself up to 5 times within one interaction.

• People really missed getting a massage and facial

• Preparation, communication and practical evaluation were key!

• Prepare as much as possible and then make changes quickly when something isn’t working.

• Reservation process is much more involved, longer calls and more information and
questions asked. We need more reservations agents for our resort! Call abandonment
is up and we are working to route calls differently and increase staffing levels.

• Sanitation!!  Major factor which we will continue to follow!!

• Staff appropriately

• Staff needs time to come in and adjust to the new procedures (wearing masks, etc.).

• Starting over slows for better policy processes

• Stay calm and go with the flow.  PPE was a little hard to get at first,
but we managed to get everything we needed.

• That it’s hard to tell if clients are lying about recent travel.

• That we need one another and that one on one human touch is healing unto itself.  We must be vigilant
in our safety protocols but SPA IS ESSENTIAL to physical, emotional and spiritual well being.
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• The biggest takeaway is to remember to meet people where they are in this process.  I have over
170 employees and every single one has their own feelings, thoughts, emotions surrounding
this pandemic.  Some aren’t worried at all, while others are very worried and are feeling a high
level of anxiety with returning to work.  It’s so important to honor all of those feelings.

• The demand was much higher than originally anticipated.

• The guests loved the extra precautions and cleanliness at first.  They are getting very tired of it quickly.

• The mix of no problem, some concern and no way guest reactions.

• The staffing level of the call center was too conservative.

As you approach reopening, what do you anticipate as your biggest challenge?

Sourcing and stocking

adequate sanitation materia…

Training and educating staff

on new procedures

Handling a high level of

demand for appointments

Maintaining social distancing

outside of treatment spaces

Making guests and staff feel

comfortable returning

Adequately screening staff

and guests

Other

14%

14%

8%

14%

41%

4%

6%

Anticipated Reopening Challenges

14
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Spa respondents were asked to describe the planned response to the presence 

of a confirmed case of COVID-19 in their spa. Below you will find a sample of 

responses provided.

15

• All clients and staff that could have had possible exposure to the virus will be notified.

• All employees have to be retested - employee has to be quarantined for 14 days before returning to work

• All staff is required to be tested every two weeks and will continue as long as its available.

• All will be tested immediately

• Although we are heavily focused on reducing any chance of infection on our property, in the unfortunate
event a guest or employee tests positive for the virus, we will activate protocols which our trained
staff will respond to quickly so that exposed areas are thoroughly sanitized and CDC guidelines are
followed related to treatment rooms. We realize as each day passes, we learn more about this virus. Our
protocols will continue to evolve in order for us to ensure we provide the safest environment possible.

• Apts only. No access, no thermal facility usage, staggered scheduling. waiver, temperature
checks, coordinated arrival experience whereby guest needs to text before arriving the spa,
keeping team separated by providing individual rooms between services, 30 min block after
each service. plexi-shield for estys, face shield for guests having massage and facing up.
Scheduled pool access for spa guests only.  changing treatment times from 50/80 to 60/90

• Check the work history 10 days back and contact everyone that was in contact.
Depending on the situation, we may have to close again for 14 days

• CLEANING & DISINFECTING

• Close for 14 days.  We have a security department that would help
with tracing and reporting to health department.

• Close spa by required by Alberta Health for 12-48 hours.

• Close the operation for two weeks and Quarantine affected staff and alert affected guests.

• Confirmations will be handled on a case by case basis and those in contact will
be notified and provided paid leave during any required quarantine.

• Contact all guests and employees, close the spa for 2 weeks to be
sanitized and allow employees to self quarantine

• Contact our GM and update with pertinent information.  Our Security Department will contact the Dept.
of Health to inform them of the situation.  Contract tracing information will be gathered.  Housekeeping
Department will sanitized all areas where the infected person had access to.  The Hotel will shut
down effected areas and hire a professional third party restoration company to disinfect the areas.  All
soft items that came in contact with the infected person will be discarded as hazardous waste.

• Contact the local authority to bring the guest to COVID-19 medical facilities for medical assistance.

• Contact tracing using the information gathered at check in.

• Deep cleaning is happening every night however we will close the room and call in an outside company

• Deep cleaning; Contact and inform all those exposed

• During service: We escort guest/employee out of spa, close areas that were used by that person to be
properly disinfected. Notify Hotel Partner. Notify Corporate Office and HR. Hotel process takes over

› During this waiting period, open outside doors and windows to increase air circulation in these areas.
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• Employee notifies manager that they have tested positive for COVID-19 followed by:

› Employees should not return to work until the criteria to discontinue home isolation are met.

• Escort person to a room removed from the rest of the spa area.  Contact our resort security team to walk the
guest or team member through pertinent questions.  Security team will notify EMS and Heath Department.

• Everyone safety is our priority, extra sanitation stations and the discontinued use of
lounges, sauna, pool and changing rooms are a must to ensure safety at this time.

• Follow guidelines of local authorities.

• Handled by Director of security and Dr of Engineering. Contact tracing done

• Handled through risk management.

• I am waiting to hear about this from my Leadership Teams

• If an employee is confirmed with COVID-19, we would request he/she isolate as soon as possible.
Then be asked to leave spa facility.  Spa would likely close down for deep cleaning.  Contact
tracing would also be instituted. Same procedure for guest but would have a separate private
room for further screening and handling of issue, outside of view of staff or other spa guests.

› If it has been 7 days or more since the sick employee used the facility,
additional cleaning and disinfection is not necessary. Continue routinely
cleaning and disinfecting all high-touch surfaces in the facility.

• Immediate shutdown and disinfection

• Immediately report to the County Public Health Department and inform
any employees who came in contact with the guest.

• In development.

• In this case we shall lock down the spa and place all the staff in our pre-
discussed isolation room. And contact the local authority

• Inform department of health, quarantine/inform affected staff, leave
treatment room unoccupied for 72 hours then disinfect

› Manager asks employee to identify all coworkers and areas within the
workplace that they may have come in contact with at least 14 days.  Manager
directs employee to contact HR with any questions and concerns.

› Manager notifies Housekeeping to arrange cleaning and disinfecting
of area(s) where the employee has been.

› Manager notifies HR of infected employee by filing out an employee incident report.

› Manager will encourage fellow employees to self-monitor for symptoms. Symptoms
may appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus. People with these symptoms may
have COVID-19: cough, shortness of breath of difficulty breathing, fever, chills, muscle
pain/aches, sore throat, new loss of taste or smell, gastrointestinal symptoms.

› Manager will identify all employees who came into contact with the sick employee within
14 day period to go home and self-isolate for 14 days, working remotely if possible.

› Manager will identify and notify any customers who came into contact with the sick employee.

› Manager will Inform employees of their possible exposure to COVID-19 in the workplace
but maintain confidentiality as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

• Not known at this time but we would report it to our health department
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• Notify our Risk Manager who completes a tracing check, Isolate the person if they are
on site; issue a 2 week stay at home and quarantine order if they are not at work/when
they go home. Clean and sanitize all areas with possible 1-7 day shut down.

• Notify Security and HR and take appropriate actions as advised

• Notify team, without mentioning any name. Employee must be fever free for 72 hours and then stay home
for 14 days. Increase sanitation/disinfection procedures.OSHA recordkeeping requirements mandate
covered employers record certain work-related injuries and illnesses on their OSHA 300 log.

› OSHA released guidance April 10 that employers are responsible for recording a COVID-19 case
if it is confirmed as a COVID-19 illness; is work-related; and involves one or more of the general
recording criteria, such as medical treatment beyond first aid or days away from work.

• Prior to service: We forbid entrance, escort guest to hotel exit. Security takes over. Report to hotel partner.

• Quarantine and test

• quarantine of individual (if staff), notify staff/affected guests, self monitoring for others

• Reporting, tracing, testing...

• Safety, sanitation, communication and education

• Security is immediately brought in to manage the situation with the Spa Director,
General Manager and appropriate support from Human Resources.

• Security Team will be contacted and protocols will be followed to isolate that person and trace contact.

• Shut down, contact all guests and staff that would possibly have been exposed.

• Talk with the team member, ask if they can identify anyone they have had direct (without PPE)
prolonged contact with. Then to the team that has worked with them, Share we have had a confirmed
case and the employee has or has not identified you as someone they have had direct contact with.
Provide all staff with the guidelines from our county health department on their recommendations.
Anyone with direct prolonged contact (and anyone for that matter) is welcome to go get tested.

• The client will already have and understood and signed that if there are any symptoms or high fever
they would have to be reschedule.  I would also contact anyone who was schedule for the same day to
reschedule.  So that I can disinfect the spa room.  If it’s severe I will quarantine myself for 14 days.

• The SOP is still being developed by the Company.

• Unknown

• Wait 24 hours before cleaning and disinfecting to minimize potential for other employees being
exposed to respiratory droplets. If waiting 24 hours is not feasible, wait as long as possible.

• We are working on it.

• We have a Guest Covid-19 Contact Tracing Form in addition to our Consent & Release Form.  It will
be in a link in the Confirmation.  Guests will not be admitted without it.  Any reported cased of COVID
will be reported to our town Dept of Health and the CT Dept of Health.  The process is in place for
them to take it from there.  I am sure they would have us close during their investigation.

• We have CO procedure, to advise doctors office onsite, that we have
available in the hotel. And we will not give the service.

• We have dedicated an isolation room. Any internal or external guest testing positive will be taken to
the isolation room. Once they leave the property the isolation room will be sanitized. In order to return
the guest will need to have isolated for 14 days and have a doctors note to return to the spa.
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• We will be following the corporate action plan in this instance but the spa will be
planning to do some sort of contact tracing within the team on a daily basis.

• We will close, company come to disinfect, all employees tested prior to return

• We will contact everyone that had contact with the infected person and do an
extra deep cleaning of any areas the infected person was in.

• We will do what is mandated which is to notify officials and determine who had been in close contact with
the infected person.  Continue to screen staff for symptoms.  Thoroughly sanitize all areas of the spa.

• We will follow Colorado State PHO guidelines directly.

• We will handle it accordingly. All therapists are temperature checked each
day and told to not come to work if they are feeling sick.

• We will not schedule anyone that has a confirmed case.  We are asking that guest does
not try to reschedule until they have a confirmation of being covid free.

• We will shut our doors for up to 2 weeks and clean the entire spa. Depending on the circumstances
we may have to look into our practices/protocols to see if we can make further adjustments.

• Working with HR to develop formalized plan - we are still closed. But basically will involve
individual required to quarantine for 14 days and unable to return to the spa until no longer
symptomatic PLUS negative test result. Those with direct contact will be informed and asked
to self-quarantine and test asap. May return with negative test result and no symptoms.
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RESOURCE PARTNERS

Which of the following best describes the status of your employees' ability to work 

from your company's office(s)?

Status of Employee Ability to Work from Company Office(s)

All employees are now able to

work at the office

A limited number of employees are

able to work at the office

All employees are working

remotely

Other

7%

54%

32%

7%

Which of the following statements best describes COVID-19's impact on your business?

COVID-19 Impact on Business

Noticeable impact

Significant impact

30%

70%

19
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Does your company have a planned response in place if a case of COVID-19 is 

confirmed among your employees and/or office guests?

Have Planned Response to Confirmed COVID-19 Case

69%

YES

31%

NO

Has your company allowed employees to restart work travel?

Employees Allowed to Restart Work Travel

18%

YES

82%

NO

20
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Which of the following efforts, if any, has your company implemented to assist spa 

clients during their reopening process?

Reduced minimum opening order

requirements

Allowed for smaller orders to be

placed by existing spa clients

Assisted spas with storing

inventory

Offered a drop-ship order option

for their spa customers

Implemented new payment plan

options

Extended payment terms

Offered complimentary virtual

training for their staff

Offered complimentary marketing

resources

42%

42%

5%

5�%

32%

63%

63%

74%

Efforts Implemented to Assist Clients with Reopening Process

21
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Resource partners were asked to share advice or lessons learned relating to 

reopening and adjusting to a new normal that you would offer to spas. Below you will 

find a sample of response provided.

22

• Stay nimble!

• Be patient, kind, understanding, supportive, reflective, do not over book, create signed
off intake forms before every service to protect service providers, optional for guest to
wear mask in treatment room or makeup services, not optional for hair services, no testing
allowed on guest skin, having a second set of tools that are sanitized for new guest,
while other tools are sanitizing, swatch a makeup chart if guest does not want makeup
on their face, accommodate guest to their  needs and request plus location staff.

• Look at sustainable options and make sure everyone wears clean
uniforms every day, with extra protection of aprons and masks

• Be flexible and adaptive...the COVID-19 pandemic has affected everyone in different ways.
We’ve noted that our online sales activities have shot through the roof, which is good.

• Re-think your business approach. Don’t just go back to what you did before.
Change your menu mix to maximize profitability.  Think about minimum service
time (reduce sanitization time consumed). Think about service margins (cut out
lower margin service during peak demand times).  Think about services with higher
retail sales effect--prioritize over services with little retail sales effect.

• Review all relevant data daily, be nimble with your triage plan your short-term strategic
plan and your long-term strategic plan.  Partake and distribute a healthy balance of
optimism and realism daily.  Don’t overlook or underestimate the dire importance of
promoting and supporting mental health for yourself, your team and your guests.

• Focus on diversifying income streams and maximizing gross margin!

› No testers, and request more single samples, to create a personal experience at your spa.

› Create at home masks and treatments

› Rewriting all protocols with plenty of time to clean, and disinfect.

• Have all your spa team, take online classes for Infection Control, and Barbicide  with certificate.

• Minimize linens (this virus can stay in linen, 7-24 hours according to
Barbicide), maybe consider the disposable, massage bed covers.

• Every client needs to have been contacted before opening by spas or salons
to see if they have enough product.  The connection made supports booking in
time. Answering every email in time is a must, whether a supplier or spa, people
crave connection and need to know you are there to support them.

• Be flexible and keep lines of communication open with other Spa Directors, resource
partners and ISPA.  Considering that regulations are changing on a dime, it is worth
taking all precautions as you can always dial it back.  Better safe than sorry as there
are liabilities to consider.  Always utilize a waiver and follow CDC guidelines.




